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Dear authors,

As you are aware, GitHub is not a valid repository for the long-term storage of software or data. Following previous discussions with the handling editor Prof. Dr Knote, I would request you to move your code to a different repository.

I am aware that Zenodo does not offer the GPLv3 straight from the menu of licenses. However, you can request it anyway. Just below the drop menu for licenses, it reads: "Required. Selected license applies to all of your files displayed on the top of the form. If you want to upload some of your files under different licenses, please do so in separate uploads. If you cannot find the license you're looking for, include a relevant LICENSE file in your record and choose one of the Other licenses available (Other (Open), Other (Attribution), etc.). The supported licenses in the list are harvested from opendefinition.org and spdx.org. If you think that a license is missing from the list, please contact us."

Moreover, Pangaea offers this possibility too: https://wiki.pangaea.de/wiki/License

Therefore, please upload your software to one of the repositories that we can accept and do it before ending the Discussions period. Next, please, remember to fix the 'Code and Data availability' section in potential reviewed versions of your manuscript.

Best regards,

Juan A. Añel

Geosc. Mod. Dev. Executive Editor